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Zoom Webinar (Times in UTC)
**Block 1**

16:00 Opening Remarks: Lisse
16:10 PoC of DNS Identifiers: Chen
16:30 DNS Core Census: Lewis
17:00 Break
17:30  RDAP Enabled Security Initiative: Miller
17:50  ICANN’s RDAP Conformance Tool: Alvarez
18:10  DNS-Magnitude: Arends
18:30  DNSSEC Algorithm Choices: Lewis
18:40  DNSSEC Parameters for TLDs: Dukhovni
19:00  Break
Block 3

19:30 RPKI Deployment Experience: Freeman
19:50 Hyperlocal Root Zone Service: Arends
20:10 ccTLD Infrastructure: DIY?: Kohmanyuk
20:30 Closing Remarks: TBD